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Wakanda
INSTITUIONAL
PARK

BUILD YOUR
INST ITUTION AT
WAKANDA,
MALINDI .

WAKANDA PROXIMITY POINT CITY
PRIDES ITSELF IN BEING A "BY
DIASPORA FOR DIASPORA" CITY.

In 2017, the World Economic Forum rated Kenya's
education system as the strongest on the African
continent. In 2018, the World Bank ranked Kenya
the top African country for education outcomes.

This puts Kenya as one of the best educational
countries to invest in.

Kenya's healthcare system is slowly coming
improving and offers a large opportunity to
provide specialized healthcare especially in the
Fertility, Plastic Surgery and Specialized Surgery
Sectors

PRICES
INSTITUTIONAL PLOTS: 5 ACRES -
KES 25M

OVERVIEW



Our Investment

OVERVIEW

Africa is “undiscovered” from a global investment

perspective resulting in what we think are very low

valuations both in African debt and equity investments

which offer attractive entry points;

Africa is experiencing a massive population boom,

currently 17% of the world’s population is African;

Since the 1960’s Africa’s GDP per head has been growing

as African has developed. Unless that trend changes like

Africans start becoming poorer then the strong

demographic growth should lead to strong GDP

economic growth.;

Africa’s economic growth is coming off a “low base”

translating into GDP growth rates that are significantly

higher than in more developed countries as the continent

plays catch up;

Market capitalization to GDP is the lowest globally and

investors are likely to benefit from capital market growth

in the coming decades;

The arrival of the internet, and other forms of

communication will increasingly lead to global companies

“offshoring” in Africa to benefit from the low wage costs,

and increasingly well educated workforce;

African economies are diversifying and we see new

sectors growing rapidly such as telecommunications,

consumption and infrastructure;

Now is the time to invest in Africa. Some of the fastest

growing economies in the world are in Africa

There are a substantial number of reasons why we believe

Africa presents an incredible investment opportunity for

those with a long-term outlook including:

Africa has benefitted from significantly
improved monetary and fiscal policy over
the past three decades;
In our opinion Africa is following Asia’s
development path and the coming
decades will see a strong rise in incomes,
continued reduction in poverty, and
substantial economic gains for the
investors who get in early.
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